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7 Mistakes That Keep Your House... 
From Feeling Like Home!

Seven mistakes that may be draining the life out of your rooms...
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7 Mistakes That Keep Your House...From Feeling Like Home

There is no place like home--especially when you love the house you live in. 

 But what if the place you live in has never really felt all that welcoming or comfortable? What if 

your house has never felt truly like home? 

 I know how overwhelming this can seem--and it can feel like it is impossible to fix. However, our 

frustration with our homes is often created by the seven mistakes-- and these mistakes are easily 

reversed once you recognize them and see things for what they really are. 

 Here are the seven common mistakes that may be draining the life out of the rooms you are living

in each day:

A lot of times when we are furnishing a room, we have a tendency to want to squeeze just one more piece in 

for added function (we can always use one more chair, right?!), leave a piece that has always been in the 

room in place because we don't know where else to put it (but that was Grandma's--we have to keep it!), or 

feel uncomfortable with open spaces thinking they MUST be filled (what are we going to do with all this 

space behind the couch??). 

These habits result in rooms that feel out of balance and have little to no room for comfort or breathing space. 

Take a look at your space and see if there is a piece or two of furniture that might not belong, and consider 

editing it out of the space to make the whole room function better.

1.  There is too much furniture!
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In the last few years, furniture makers have been making LARGE scale sofas and chairs to fit in big new 

McMansion-type homes...but not all of us live in houses with huge rooms and 9-foot ceilings. Even if you do, 

this style of furniture can quickly fill a space to capacity before your know it! 

It is so easy to look at a piece of furniture in a large showroom and think it is just perfect for your house, only to 

be disappointed when it arrives with its puffy rolled arms & deep seats to quickly swallow up all the square 

footage in your living room. Take an honest look at your sofa -- if it is taking up more than its fair share of the 

family room, and making the space feel cramped and uncomfortable, think about what other solutions there 

might be for the room.  

2.  You have furniture that is too big...
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3.  You are living with too much stuff...
After you have taken an assessment of the large pieces in the room, it is time to look at all the other STUFF 

that is hanging out. 

What is in the space that really isn't serving a purpose? Is there any open space so that you feel you have 

some elbow room? When is the last time you decluttered and removed anything that is no longer serving you 

from the room? A room can be beautiful to the eye on the surface, but if you know there is crap crammed in 

the drawers, it isn't going to feel as welcoming or comfortable to you deep down.   

4.  You are living with stuff you don't LOVE...
One of the fastest ways to fall in love with your house is to fill it only with things you truly LOVE. Not like, but 

LOVE. 

 I often ask my clients when we are discussing certain items in their homes if that 'something or other' would 

turn their head if they were to see it in a store today. Would you go out of your way to buy it again?? If not, 

there is a really good chance that you are no longer in love with it, and it isn't feeding your soul or making you 

smile anymore. 

Start to assess the items you are living with in this way, and notice the things that really make your heart sing-- 

THOSE ARE THE KEEPERS. Things that are so-so can be replaced over time, and the things that make your 

heart sink should go as soon as possible.   
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I have learned over my years as the House Whisperer, that most people don't know what a finished room 

looks or feels like. Simply having furniture in place can give you some of the function you need, but your heart 

will never feel warm and settled like it does when all of the good stuff--the finishing touches--are in place. 

The main furniture pieces are simply the foundation upon which you build the other layers of things you love, 

such as beautiful lighting, lovely artwork, textured fabrics and pillows, personal mementos & photos, 

treasured possessions... Once you have THESE things in place, a room can start feeling like it is yours, and 

THAT is what feels like home.  

5.  You have rooms that aren't finished...
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6.  Your rooms are not about YOU...
So...for a room to feel like home--like it is yours--you have to be okay with it being about you. It is okay to own 

where you live. I know it took a long time for me to do this myself--to feel that my home is mine and should 

reflect the idea that my life is in front of me (as is yours). 

I don't need to act as curator of all things from those who came before me (and nor do you). Under your roof 

should only be the things that make you smile and give you a sense of the wonderful possibilities ahead--not 

things kept out of obligation or guilt. Remember, if your rooms are not about you, they cannot feel like home.  

7.  Your rooms don't have a clear purpose or vision for how you want them to function and feel...

Even though this is the last mistake on our list, it is the place to start when you are working on your home: 

Name your purpose for a space, and clearly state how you want it to feel and function when it is all finished. 

Setting your intention at the start helps you to make every decision as you go through a renovation or 

redesign process. If you have stated from the start that you want the room to be relaxed and comfortable, you 

won't be tempted to buy a white chair you find on sale but will hold out until you find the one that will fit with 

your vision. Your vision will make everything clear.  
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I hope that this list has helped you to see your house through new eyes and inspired you to try something 

new in your most frustrating spaces. 

Thankfully, once we know what the problem really is with a room, we can create solutions that work, stop

spending money on things that don't fix the problem, and lay the groundwork for new spaces that nourish us, 

feed our souls, and feel like home. 

 If you are weighing out what your house needs, weeding through mistakes you might have made with your 

spaces, and want help with figuring out your next steps, Revealing Redesign is here to help! 
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Don't worry...we've all been there!

House Call Appointment

http://www.revealingredesign.com/my-cart/house-call
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Spaces that are “just right” are different for each person, and 

finding that unique mix for YOU is my passion. Figuring out what 

really feels like home, and helping my clients to make that a 

reality where they live, is a real game-changer. Living in a 

nurturing, beautiful, balanced home that helps you tell your 

story and put your best foot forward out in the world…well, there 

is nothing else like it. 

And once you have experienced it you will never want to live in 

just any old house again.  

I am a House Whisperer— not an interior designer—which means my focus is on helping you to figure out 

why your home has maybe never truly worked for you, never felt particularly welcoming or nurturing, and 

certainly has never made your heart sing when you walk through the door at the end of the day. A house 

that is gorgeous to the eye, but doesn’t do anything for the soul can certainly impress the neighbors…but 

does nothing for you in return.   

A house that is bland, boring and/or frustrating to its inhabitants is a real energy drain day-in & day-out. BUT 

the house that is soul-filled and feels like YOU is something that elevates you every day, makes you feel 

proud to share it with those you love, and just feels like HOME. 

I work for smart, passionate people who, despite their zest for life and mad skills, find themselves living and 

working in places like these-- drab, outdated, uncomfortable, and/or frustrating surroundings. Because I

understand how feeling drained and frustrated by where you live can hold you back on so many levels, I 

founded Revealing Redesign in 2006, and ever since have helped my clients create spaces that are 

nurturing, beautiful, and truly “just-right.” 

Revealing Potential...Creating Spaces with Soul! 
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Erin has been featured by these magazines 

for her design work.
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